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The Amundsen Gambit
Following the relative success against the high profile targets in the Northern Hemisphere, the 

Triumvirate turns their attention to the South. Their goal is to secure not only Sub-Saharan Africa 
and Australasia, but also to establish a beachhead to retake the city of Amundsen on Antarctica. 

The sensor arrays and control of the Antarctic jump node are key to UCM and Resistance plans, 
whereas the PHR is more interested in the mineral wealth of these areas. Pockets of feral resistance 

battle on the ground and Scourge packs prowl the orbiting debris fields. The mercurial Shaltari 
tribes continue with their mysterious goals.

Each of the various factions begins by testing the threat opposing them before committing more 
resources to the battle.
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Advent Scenarios

With both Kalium and the Vega Scrapfleet emerging, the tide of war has been irrevocably changed. Small fleets 
are emerging from star sytems long thought uninhabited, and a shaky alliance with the UCM and PHR is only 
going to last so long. With massive Dreadnoughts escalating the scale of war and heavy-set defensive positions 
increasingly held by Monitors, the battlefield is changing on a daily basis. It will take the greatest admirals to keep 
up with this shafting state of war.

Welcome to the 2019 Advent Scenario pack! These scenarios have been designed to make the most of your 
new miniatures, from Dreadnoughts to a full Resistance fleet, and Monitors in between.

Inside you’ll find three scenarios, each focused on a particular new gameplay element. While not intended 
for tournament play, these narrative scenarions will find admirals using their fleets in new ways, even 
organising fleets in a specific manner.

With that in mind, make sure that you agree with your opponent on the scenario you’re playing before you 
start, as each has a very specific way of playing and achieving victory. They’re made for a bit of fun, so feel 
free to make adjustments and let us know how you get on.



Overview

Campaign Scoring

The dates for each round is as follows:

Round 1: Monday, 17 February 2020 to Monday, 16 March 2020
Round 2: Monday, 23 March 2020 to Monday, 20 April 2020

Round 3: Monday, 27 April 2020 to Monday, 25 May 2020

At the end of each round, based on player feedback, we will write a short narrative and provide a list of 
suggested scenarios based on the results.

Game results are logged here: http://thecabal.co.za/ag-result-submission/

The Amundsen Gambit Campaign is a 
global campaign for TTCombat‘s Dropfleet 
Commander and is run by the Cabal with 
TTCombat’s blessing.

The campaign designed to help new players slowly 
learn the rules and build a tournament-ready fleet 
over three rounds.

The structure is as follows:
Round 1: 550pts, No Admirals
Round 2: 999pts, Admirals included
Round 3: 1500pts, Admirals included

Players can earn additional Campaign Points by submitting Battle Reports for a game.  Battle reports can be 
published in any online format. 

Suggested locations are:
◆  A blog post on your personal/club site
◆  Your podcast
◆  A YouTube video
◆  Dropcommander Forum

You can also share the link your Battle Reports on the Dropfleet Commander Community on Facebook.

Players may log as many games as they like during the period towards the campaign. Campaign Points are earned per 
game as follows:

Win
Draw
Loss
Battle report
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Result Campaign Points
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Part of the enjoyment of a global wargaming campaign comes from connecting with other players. We encourage 
you to find other admirals and coordinate your efforts.

Some suggestions are:
◆  You local gaming club
◆  Dropfleet Commander Community on Facebook
◆  Dropcommander Forum

Please register as a guest on the Cabal site to log game: http://thecabal.co.za/register/ 

All games must be logged using the online form: http://thecabal.co.za/ag-result-submission/

Please select the Scenario you played. We provide suggested Scenarios and variations for each round. If you prefer to 
play another Scenario, feel free to do so. 

For each Player provide the following:

Game Highlight (Optional), please provide a highlight of something that happened during the game we can use in 
the narrative. 
The Event Hosts reserve the right to discard any result deemed to be invalid for any reason and to block participants 
who consistently submit invalid results or attempt to rig the system. 

Name
Faction
Result
Victory Points
Kill Points
Fleet list
Battle Report Link

Select each Player
Select the Faction played. Please only use one faction per Player for each round.
Select Win / Draw / Loss
Victory Points (VP) earned
Kill Points earned
Army Code for the fleet from the TTCombat Fleet builder
(Optional) A link to a published Battle Report

Field Description

Players can track their standings compared to other 
players on the Player Leaderboard here:

 http://thecabal.co.za/ag-leaderboard/

There is also a Faction Leaderboard that shows how 
each of the factions is performing against the others. 
Track your faction’s progress in the campaign here: 

http://thecabal.co.za/ag-faction-leaderboard/

Leaderboards

Connect with other players

How to log a game



Take & Hold 
(Dropfleet Commander Rulebook pg. 76)
Many parts of the Southern Hemisphere consists of large pockets of dense population centers separated by underdeveloped 
rural areas. Following the dawn of the Star Age and the two centuries before the Scourge assault began many of these 
rural areas were rehabilitated and returned to their natural splendor. The industry and related commercial interests 
continued to flourish in the population centers.
The Resistance cells in these areas will provide invaluable support to the Triumvirate forces.

Station Assault 
(Dropfleet Commander Rulebook pg. 79)
The space station networks in orbit above Earth provide the high ground and an important beachhead for operations 
on the ground. The capture and securing of these networks are vital for the continued liberation of the homeworld by 
Triumvirate forces.

Moonwreck 
(Battle for Earth pg. 197)
The stations in orbit around the moon are key to securing the approach from the jump node points. The moon’s gravity well 
has collected more and more of the battlefield debris in the aftermath and formed a maze crawling with Scourge vessels. 
The Scourge is ready to ambush the overconfident human forces and secure new hosts to supplement those lost.

Orbital Support 
(Battle for Earth pg. 198)
The abandoned orbital weapons complex must be captured before the enemy can bring it to bear on the liberation forces. If 
the weapons complex is recaptured by the Scourge, Admirals are authorized to neutralize the armament from orbit.

Scenarios
The following Scenarios are suggested for Round 1 of The Admunsen Gambit Campaign. Players are free to 
choose other Scenarios from the Dropfleet Commander and Battle for Earth books. The Scenarios were chosen for 
narrative purposes and to allow new players to grow.

The following additional Variant is suggested for all Scenarios:
Variant: “Aftermath”
The orbit around Earth is littered with debris following the aftermath of the Battle for Earth. 
Use the maximum number of both fine and dense debris fields suggested by the scenario. 

The Scenarios are duplicated below and show only the layout for Clash (<1000 point) sized games. Please see the 
referenced source book for larger games.

The legend for sectors has also been updated to make it easier for colourblind people to differentiate between sector types.

Key
Sector

Commerical 8 N/A18+

4 N/A24+

4 Defence Weapons14+

6 Orbital Gun16+

6 Volatile46+

4 Scanner Uplink14+

Industrial

Military

Orbital Defence

Power Plant

Comms Station

Special RulesHULL ARM VAL

Cluster

Space Station

Moon



Take & Hold

Many parts of the Southern Hemisphere consists of large pockets of dense population centers separated by underdeveloped 
rural areas. Following the dawn of the Star Age and the two centuries before the Scourge assault began many of these 
rural areas were rehabilitated and returned to their natural splendor. The industry and related commercial interests 
continued to flourish in the population centers. The Resistance cells in these areas will provide invaluable support to the 
Triumvirate forces.

Players: 2

Fleet List: Standard

Suggested Approach: Column

Duration: 6 turns

Orbital Debris: Debris Fields (2-5 Fine, 4-6 Dense)

Victory Conditions: Clusters (Standard Scoring, Critical Locations).

Variant: The two clusters (and their Critical Locations) either side of the centre cluster are worth double victory 
points
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Station Assault

The space station networks in orbit above Earth provide the high ground and an important beachhead for operations 
on the ground. The capture and securing of these networks are vital for the continued liberation of the homeworld by 
Triumvirate forces.

Players: 2

Fleet List: Standard

Suggested Approach: Battle Line

Duration: 6 turns

Orbital Debris: Debris Fields (2-5 Fine, 4-6 Dense)

Victory Conditions: Space Stations score as Medium Clusters, B Space Stations Score as Medium Clusters and 
Critical Locations

Variant: Armed Space Stations! All A Space Stations are armed with 1 Mass Driver armament 1 Close Action 
aramament. All B Space Stations are armed with 1 Burnthrough aramament and Close Action armament.
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Moonwreck

The stations in orbit around the moon are key to securing the approach from the jump node points. The moon’s gravity well 
has collected more and more of the battlefield debris in the aftermath and formed a maze crawling with Scourge vessels. 
The Scourge is ready to ambush the overconfident human forces and secure new hosts to supplement those lost.

Players: 2

Fleet List: Standard

Suggested Approach: Distant 

Duration: 6 turns

Orbital Debris: Debris Fields (4-7 Fine, 7-9 Dense). All Debris Fields should be distributed evenly in the middle 
24" zone 

Victory Conditions: Space Stations score as Medium Clusters. Destorying highlighted station (shown in green) on 
opponent's half score 4VP. All stations are critical locations. All space stations are armed with Mass Driver Arma-
ment and Laser Armament

Variant: Volatile Debris - In this alternate scenario, all Debris Fields inflict 2 Damage per hit.
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Oribtal Support

The abandoned orbital weapons complex must be captured before the enemy can bring it to bear on the liberation forces. If 
the weapons complex is recaptured by the Scourge, Admirals are authorized to neutralize the armament from orbit.

Players: 2

Fleet List: Standard

Suggested Approach: Column

Duration: 6 turns

Orbital Debris: Debris Fields (2-5 Fine, 4-6 Dense)

Victory Conditions: Space Stations scores as Medium Clusters. Each Sector on the opponent's half of the board 
that is destroyed scores 1VP. The Space Station and all Clusters are Critical Locations.

Variant: Defence Grid Online - In this alternative scenario, the Space Station is armed with Laser Armaments.
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